
Delivering enterprise-class IT Security Management solutions through integrated automation. 

IT Security Policies Package 
for IT Compliance 

With our “My Policy” program you get a set of customized security policies. Better yet, the policies are easily 

editable in all major word processing programs, allowing you to tweak them to fit your needs exactly as your 

needs change. Here are the custom policies we provide: 

Acceptable Use Policy  

Password Policy  

Backup Policy  

Network Access Policy  

Incident Response Policy  

Remote Access Policy  

Virtual Private Network Policy  

Guest Access Policy  

Wireless Policy  

Third Party Connection Policy  

In addition, you also receive all 

the standard forms you would 

need to implement your security 

Policy Acknowledgement Form  

Security Incident Report  

Notice of Policy Noncompliance  

Account Setup Request  

Guest Access Request  

Request for Policy Exemption  

….And more! 

Security policies are the foundation of organizational security strategy, and are considered “best practices” for 

IT departments of any size. They are the basis for security design, architecture, implementation, and practices. 

Security policies are often necessitated by partners, investors, customers, or required by industry regulations.  

Network Security Policy  

Encryption Policy  

Confidential Data Policy  

Data Classification Policy  

Mobile Device Policy  

Retention Policy  

Outsourcing Policy  

Physical Security Policy  

Email Policy 

Protecting and enhancing the value of our information and IT systems has become a central strategic objec-

tive in most businesses, second only to making profits. Information security is not just a simple matter of 

having usernames and passwords. Regulations such as Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 

(HIPAA), Gramm-Leach-Bliley (GLB), Basel II, Sarbanes Oxley Act (SOX), Federal Information Security 

Management Act (FISMA), and various privacy/data protection laws impose a raft of obligations on us. Our 

people sometimes make careless mistakes and occasionally defraud us. Meanwhile, viruses, worms, hackers, 

phishers and social engineers threaten us on all sides.  

Information security controls improve the organization’s profitability by reducing both the number and the 

extent of information security breaches, reducing both the direct and indirect costs (e.g. lost productivity 

through time lost investigating and resolving breaches and hoaxes; irrecoverable loss of data; expenses in-

curred in recovering and securing compromised data and systems; notification of customers and regulators; 

fines for breaching laws and regulations; damaged reputation leading to customer defections and brand de-

valuation). 

Custom IT Security Policy Creation $995.00 
Electronic delivery. Printed copy $99 


